Creative and
Communication
Development for
“Vegas Stacks”

1) Market Research
1.1) Research of the gaming industry
The gaming industry – casino
The major products and services covered in this market are:
•
•

Legal casino gaming
On-line legal casino gaming

Las Vegas, Macau and Genting are the places famous for casinos. With Singapore
upcoming integrated resort with casino is opening soon people in Singapore are more
aware of casino gaming industry.

Research of the biggest search engine
Keyword (poker chips) these are the results that come out.

Google.com

Yahoo.com

Msn.com

Additional results please go to https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal

Research had shown that large amount of online users are using Internet to
find poker chips and other poker in formations.
Competitor pokermanic results second top in yahoo search engine. But not even shown
on google and msn.com reason is because pokermaniac only advertises on yahoo that is
cheaper than google. It is also the second largest in search engine that has almost same
amount searches in that keyword or even more.
(PokerSupply) is the most popular website of poker chips.

Competitors (Pokermanic) - www.thepokermanic.com

And this is their latest strategy:
Poker Manic is expanding!! We are having a grand opening of our main store,
Ochomaeve at the REVAMP Kallang Leisure Park! Ochomaeve store is our new kind of
stylish innovative design where mars meet Venus...A shop with men and women's
personal favourates. Come visit us and see for yourself! Other fantastic entertainments
awaits you at revamp Kallang leisure park like Kallang Ice Skating Rink, Movie Theatre,
KBox, Virual Land Arcade, largest cold storage supermarket and many more!

InQbox price of poker chips (pokermaniac)
100pcs
$39 Metal chips
$52.9 Monte chips
$54.9 Clay chips

Competitor: (Magicmanic) http://stores.ebay.com.sg/MAGIC-MANICSTORE

Look at the products they offer. It not has been stated that it has poker chips but there are
poker chips in the listings and is always top few in search engine.
Chips they sell are very normal and no packaging and that result very low visit of
customers.

1.2) Identify opportunities for Vegas Stacks
•

New jobs.

Various positions will be created when the business is picking up. They will a marketing
person for their strategy and designer to support their marketing collaterals.
•

Technology improved

Vegas Stacks could have an e-commerce website selling their products. The chips can be
made of recycle material? Why not? Save the environment.
•

Social network

More networks for Vegas Stacks. Vegas Stack has more target audience and increase in
target market. Have contact for suppliers.
•

Design

Which means improving the existing product and enhancing it? Demand of the design of
packaging will be better and more advance. Thus the branding will be strong and the
awareness will also go up and the income for Vegas Stacks will be high too. More people
will get into poker chip and it eventually it become a trend. To create awareness and
promotion definitely we need advertising materials like poster, banner, TVC and other
media.

2) Understanding the client
2.1) Background / Overview
Vega Stacks Is a home gaming entertainment specialist on poker chips. It produces high
quality and attractive chips for use at home and private functions. Clients plan to sell the
chips at four different outlets and targeted at niche market.
Main Products
One acrylic chips box (100 pcs)

$49.90

One aluminum case (300 pcs and 2 decks)

$149.40

Standard Promotions
Buy 1 set
Buy 2 sets
Buy 3 sets
Buy 4 sets

$49.90
10%
15%
20%

Plans to sell 1000-1500 set of acrylic box per year.
4 Different designs of Premium and fashionable chips
Ultimate
Ace Casino
Las Vegas
Hi roller

2.1) The marketing mix of Vegas Stacks
Marketing Mix
Product
- Poker chips
- Poker decks (in future)
Price
-

$49.90 / Box (acrylic)
$149.90 / Box (aluminum)

Placement
- InQbox
- Website & Forum
Promotion
-

Sales Promotion

-

Free poker decks when purchased the poker chips

-

Building awareness and a favorable image for Vegas Stack within stories and
articles found in relevant media outlets
Special programs and events

PR

-

Direct Marketing / Personal Selling
-

Partner with organization like mind’s café or settlers café (board game design
concept café)
Network marketing

USP / ESP
- High quality
-

Laser Sticker

-

Impressive

-

Market leader

2.2) SWOT Analysis of Vegas Stacks

Strength
It Competitive advantages is that it is the market leader for selling laser sticker clay chips
which is also the unique selling points.
It has good resources for the supply of products which give Vegas stacks good deals.
The founder of Vegas Stacks has good knowledge of the gaming industry.
Marketing reach, distribution and awareness is consider good as the point of sales is at
four different places which is of good geographical location.
The Price is lower than the competitors and it bring good value to the customers buying
because it is making of good quality and laser sticker chips.
Weakness
Vegas Stacks is a new brand in the market and do not have much budget for advertising.
For a start Vegas Stacks has about 2 – 3 products to sell whereas competitors has been in
the market for sometime thus have more products.
The target segment is target at niche market.

Opportunities
Vegas Stacks can have more market developments to target different Industry or lifestyle
trends. It also can sell the products to global countries and influence them to endless
enjoyment. With the latest Technology development and innovation more products and
even innovative design and products will be produced.
Setting a New USP' for Vegas Stacks and new marketing Tactics.
Threat
The bad economics and strong competitors in the markets will threaten to the market.
Also the catching up of new technologies, services and ideas. The lost of Vital contracts,
partners and suppliers. The loss of key staff and cash flow problem

2.3) It’s competitive Advantage/s

Vegas Stacks has laser sticker chips, which is the market leader and no other brand, has
it. It is charge a premium price that covers the packaging cost and giving customers the
clear reasons to prefer the product to other, less differentiation products
A low-cost product will also discount its product to maximize sales so it can further
increase its market share.
Vegas Stacks business aims to differentiate within just one or a small number of target
market segments. The special customer needs of the segment mean that there are
opportunities to provide products that are clearly different from competitors who may be
targeting a broader group of customers.
Vegas Stacks product(s) will be basic perhaps as a similar product, but better quality is
offered. Perhaps higher-priced, but will be featured market leader, meaning acceptable to
sufficient consumers.
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2.4) Brand DNA of Vegas Stacks

2.5) Brand Identity Development for Vegas Stacks
Styles

Main Logo

Logo on different
background

Sizes of logo

Name card

Invoice

3) Understanding the consumer
3.1) Factors influencing the typical Vegas Stack
In Singapore our culture with multi races, which Malay, one of the major group that do
not gamble, this loss 50% of the consumers in Singapore and in 50% of Chinese in
Singapore are teens which don't play poker games and don't have enough money to buy
poker chips.
At the same time government is building the casino. If people in Singapore want to play
poker games they might as well go to casino, so this affected the consumer again.
The perception to gambling and anything to do with gambling is not very healthy in
Singapore like other countries. It is because of Singapore good reputation and lifestyle of
the Singaporean.

3.2) Market segmentation for Vegas Stacks and TAPP
Market Segment
• Niche market
-

new market
(creating a need for the new market)

-

existing market
(create awareness of the new brand Vegas stack and promote its USP)

-

others
(compete with the competitors, better packaging or quality)

•

Singaporean

Target audience / Personality
- 18 – 35 years old , both male and female

Target Audience Personal Profile
Sam is a 28 years old male working in the computer industry. He is a senior IT
analyzer drawing a monthly income of about $4000. He is not married. He is a very
IT gadget guy. His favourite shopping centre is Funan IT mall and Sim Lim square.
Sam believes in spending on the latest gadget and interesting geek stuff. He loves to
go online to get the latest updates and information about geeks stuff and latest
gadgets, such as www.thinkgeeks.com , Cnet.com and hardwarezone.com.
Sam travels twice a year. His favourite place is Bangkok (Pantip Plaza). He loves to
watch videos about the latest IT stuff via online streaming. He admires Bill Gates and
subscribes to PC Home Magazine though the net. Sam is not just a geek; he loves to
go to the pub once or twice a week, and knows a lot of friends who are into gadgets
too. He and his friends spend at least $1000 on the latest gadgets every month.
Sam engages in sports such as running, swimming and plays soccer. He runs on
weekday evenings and plays soccer with a group of friends on weekends. He is very
good at soccer and often takes part in competitions organized by a community club
near his house.

3.3) Positioning for Vegas Stacks
Positioning Vegas Stacks in a classic way and always the leader in the market to come
out with latest technology of poker chips and even best designs in whatever the release of
chips or packaging.
It’s not about gambling but endless enjoyment!

4) Launching Vegas Stacks in the market
4.1)

The integrated brand communication strategy for Vegas Stacks

Primary
Direct Marketing + PR
Supported by Secondary
Advertising + Personal Selling + Sales & Promotion

PR Events

Strategy

Organize a Poker Game event at Minds Café, Or with inQbox. The winner could have a
chance to win Ultimate Poker Chip Set. The main point in this event is to promote the
brand of Vegas stacks and also gain personal experience with the poker chips, which
allow everyone, have a chance to feel and touch the chips therefore to promote them. At
the same time it will help the Minds Café or InQbox to gain more customers.
Free registration for anyone that are interested in this game at a legal age, however we are
playing this game using real money but poker chip.
Minds Café membership whoever spends $30 in a single receipt are allow to purchase at
the price of 10% discount.
New membership sign up get a chance to purchase the chips at 5% discount rate.
Event was promoted by Posters outside Minds Café and Emails and Posting on Forums
(www.hardwarezone.com.sg).
Event Organizer capital = $x
Event Winning Price = $ 1 box of ultimate Vegas chips
Location for the Event (Minds café: Prinsep st, Boat Quay)(InQbox: City hall)

Advertising ATL

Website

Strategy

Flash Website
An online free gaming site consists of Vegas Poker Layout with vintage style and hot
chicks around and jugs etc.
Of course we are not going to play using real money but with chips and design to target
on chips. The purpose of this flash site game which is Vegas Stacks Main website is to let
users or people in the world to feel the excitement of winning and using chips to play
games, no matter win or loss. When we come back to selling there will be a navigation
that allow users to enter another page that lead them to buy this poker chips and set up
their games with family or friends which is more fun and social. Even if they don’t buy,
the player has noted the excitement of this brand. So if their family or friends want to
buy poker chips they will recommend them about Vegas stacks brand rather than other
brands.

Normal Website
Another none gaming and more easier website will be a website of Vegas Stacks that
aiming to teach people in the world how to set up Poker layouts, and how was chips used
and poker tips or even videos to show them. The content in this website is aim to get into
users lifestyle not just selling. (Selling poker chips will be last part aiming at the niche
market only), there will be communities like forum which communicate with the world
that how exciting about playing poker games and even those who collect chips or poker.
When there is large amount of users in this website there will be definitely larger
database of their email therefore we sell our product at the email at some other way
{example [Tips of the Day] …………… promotions of the chips.}
And also the gaming industry forum for all of them to gather to discuss and make
comments.
Advertising ATL

Email

Strategy

We will be using viral strategy. First we send a mail to a guy which will be asking him to
send to another 20 guys and he have to cc back to us who send him the mail so that he
can win a pack of ultimate poker set. So when he sent, then the other 20 guys will have
the same message, then they send to another 20 guy x 20, which is 400 people. And it
guys on. Prizes will be given randomly once 2week. The main idea here is to collect as
much database as possible. Because the cost of the database around $3000 which is very
expensive. This campaign last for 3 months which cost around $899.00
After getting a large amount of database then we can mass send the promotion of vegas
stacks and links of website, to get more traffics and customers.
Advertising ATL Forum posting Strategy

Advertising BTL

Strategy

Poster (inside InQbox/shops)
Banner (leaflet, outside shops)
Standee (outside shop)
Handing Mobile (inside shops)
The normal and design material such as posters, banner, hanging mobiles, wobblers and
standee. They will be placed around in the shop or shopping centre. And the point of
purchase display.

Direct Marketing

SMS campaign

Strategy

Database get from email campaign and send the sms for promotions.
http://www.smscountry.com
Direct Marketing Telemarketing Strategy
Hire part timers to cold calls. A yellow pages and Greenbook are required.

Personal Selling Services Strategy
Train the sales person to have better understand of the products and have good service
with a smile always

4.2) Communication timeline for Vegas Stack

5) The creative brief
Background
Website for branding and awareness and to let users or people in the world to feel the
excitement of winning and using chips to play games, no matter win or loss
To be Corporate and selling products online.

The brand
High Quality, laser Chips (market leader), affordable
Fashionable, premium, lifestyle

Website specifications
Flash website with an online game.
Ecommerce for the shopping of products

Suggested themes
Fun, lifestyle, vintage, premium

Target audience
Age: 18 – 35 years old
Sex: male and female
Lifestyle –

magazine: 8 days, hardwarezone
Radio: 933FM, 95FM, 987FM
Fashion: casual, office
Restaurant: café cartel, aroy thai restaurant
Clubs: blujazz
Café: starbucks

Desired response (what would the target audience SAY upon seeing this creative)
“wow” “nice”

Mandatory (compulsory elements in the produced creative)
Logo
tagline

6) Proposed Media
6.1) Mood board & styles guide

6.2) Creative Rationale
Why use red
The most emotionally intense color, red stimulates a faster heartbeat and breathing it will
attract attention.
Why use black
Black is the color of authority and power. It is also stylish and timeless.
Why use gold
Add a small amount of metallic gold ink to a project for a special, rich touch. Bright gold
catches the eye while darker subdued shades of gold lend richness and warmth.
Why use white
It is a neutral color and it stand out with red and black background
Why use theme or direction vintage
We choose to go vintage because “casino” has been in this world for quite a long time.
Therefore we choose vintage to characterize them by excellence, maturity and classic.

Font : Swis721
Using this font for the tagline as it has an impact to the audience.

6.3) Proposed Media

Website

Poster / Hanging Mobile

Standee

Bus Stop Ad (suggested media)

Email

MSN Free Advertising Space

Packaging

Packaging

7) Proposed Budget

Proposed Budget

Conclusion
Budget A
~ $ 6000 for Advertising with database tracking system + Company Setup + Event

Budget B
~ $ 4000 for Advertising with no database tracking system + Company Setup + Event

